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Development can be more sustainable and successful if
communities are involved in the process. The 1st Pan African
Annual Conference of the International Governance Institute
in Cameroon was an opportunity to mobilize more than 50
delegates from Cameroon, Nigeria, Democratic Republic of
Congo and the United Kingdom to discuss experiences,
share knowledge and identify citizen led actions that will
catalyze ethical practices in public service and drive good
governance in various sphere of public practice.

Fostering Networks of Active Professionals

Shaping
Change Makers

Putting People
at the Center

Giving Local Leaders
the Tools they need to
catalyze positive
change

Fostering Networks of Active Professionals

How Our Mentees Are Making the
Difference

IGI Contributes to the skill
development of local
organizations in various
fields.
Okesack Thompson a mentee and
member of IGI is leading the
reforming work of prisoners in his
community after setting up the
Prisoners After Care & Back to Life
Shelter

Prisoners Back to Life Shelter

Neola Lyonga, a member and
benefactor of IGI’s mentee support
has set up Neola Foundation which
helps to build integrity among
youth and outsource volunteer
placement which engages young
people in community service

Neola Foundation
Francisca Mbuli, a member and
mentee of IGI leads the work
against modern day slavery and
human trafficking in Central and
parts of West Africa. Through her
efforts and actions many victims of
trafficking from Ghana, Nigeria,
Cameroon and Senegal have now
earned their freedom; receiving
micro-financial assistance to start
up small businesses

Survivors Network

IGI fosters a New Generation of Active
Citizens who promote & build Integrity
through Community Service

r

Sama Raphael a member and
mentee of IGI has started an
Alternative Education Program for
prisoners which offers inmates with
an opportunity to undertake formal
education and integrity learning
while in prison. Many have now
earned formal qualifications while
writing from prison

Operation Total Impact

Mfontoh Blaise, a mentee and
member of IGI and now founder
of Think Fast Consulting which
provides agri-business consulting
services to youths in rural
Cameroon involved in agricultural
entrepreneurship.

Think Fast Consulting

Tackling Common Challenges Together

Meeting with the Minister
of Small & Medium Sized
Enterprises, Social
Economy & Handicraft

IGI Delegation led by Paul New & its
Country Representative- Stephen Asekdiscussed potential areas of collaboration
with the Minister and his cabinet
members

Both parties agreed to work towards empowering human
capital in the informal sector; facilitating their movement
from the Informal to the Formal sector of the economy.

Tackling Common Challenges Together
Working with Our Government Counterparts to
Overcome Short-comings in the Development
Potential of Ordinary Cameroonians

Mobilizing Young People’s
Economic Potential for
Rapid Economic Take-Off
in Cameroon: IGI &
Minister of Employment &
Vocational Training
Consent on working
Together

Tackling Common Challenges Together

Strengthening Capacity of the Ministry of Public Contracts in
Cameroon and its Stakeholders: IGI discussed New Programs,
incorporating Digital Technologies and Community Participation

IGI & MINMAP will work together towards a procurement sector
where stakeholders live and work with integrity

Sanford School of Public Policy
Duke University

“The International Governance Institute in
Cameroon is involved in a series of activities
based on its objects and functions, with the
sole purpose of building a culture of integrity,
improving governance in public administration
and alleviating the plight of the poor”.
Stephen Asek
Resident Country Representative

Contact us today for
more information.

Fako Ship Plaza Suite 07. Buea South West
Region Cameroon. P.O.Box 206 Buea

asek@igi-integrity.com

